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Abstract 
Ntafos, S., Watchman routes under limited visibility, Computational Geometry: Theory and 
Applications 1 (1992) 149-170. 
In this paper we consider the watchman route problem in simple polygons when there is a 
distance linr;! (range) d to the visibility of the watchman. We have then two versions of the 
watchman route problem. We want to find a shortest route such that either (a) each point in 
the boundary of the polygon (d-watchman problem) or (b) each point in the polygon 
(d-sweeper problem) is d-visible (i.e., visible and at most d away) from some point along the 
route. We first present an O(mn*) algorithm for the safari route problem which is to find a 
shortest route that visits a set of m convex polygons that lie in the interior and are attached to 
the boundary of an enclosing polygon (n is the total number of vertices). We use this result to 
obtain a polynomial approximation scheme for the d-watchman problem. The d-sweeper 
problem is closely related to the traveling salesman problem on simple grids whose complexity 
is open (it is NP-hard for general grids [S]). We present an approximation algorithm for the 
TSP in simple grids that obtains solutions within 33% of the optimum. This also provides 
approximate solutions for the d-sweeper problem. 
1. Introduction 
Path planning is a central problem in Computational Geometry and Robotics. 
Usually one wants to find a shortest path from s to t that is collision-free. In many 
cases the visibility properties of the path are important. Most research on 
visibility considers stationary vision. The Art Gallery problem asks for the 
minimum number of guards to station in a polygonal gallery so that each point in 
the gallery is visible to at least one of them. There has been considerable research 
on the Art Gallery problem and its variations, most of which is summarized in 
[lOI. 
In many applications we are interested on the visibility properties of a route 
followed by a moving guard (watchman). The watchman route problem [l] asks 
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for the shortest route from a point s back to itself with the property that each 
point in a given space is visible from at least one point along the route. In [l], it is 
shown that finding shortest watchman routes in polygons with holes and simple 
polyhedra is NP-Hard [5]. An O(n log log n) algorithm for the case of simple 
rectilinear polygons is given in [l] and an O(n4 log log n) algorithm for simple 
polygons is presented in [2]. 
The commonly used definition of visibility allows for unlimited visibility along 
an unobstructed line of sight. This is rarely the case in practice. In particular, 
robotic vision systems have severe range restrictions. We define two points to be 
d-visible if they are visible to each other and the distance between them is at most 
d. Then it is interesting and important to consider visibility problems under 
d-visibility. Many of the standard visibility algorithms can be easily modified to 
account for d-visibility by clipping either before or after the standard algorithm is 
applied (for example, to find the d-visibility polygon from a point X, we can 
compute the intersection of the scene with a circle of radius d centered at x and 
find the visibility polygon inside this circle; alternatively, we can find the visibility 
polygon for the overall scene and then compute its intersection with the circle). 
Others reduce to variations of problems that have been considered before. For 
example, the Art Gallery problem becomes the problem of covering a polygon 
with circles of radius d which is related to work on packing and covering with 
uniform shapes [13]. It is also related to the disc-cover problem which is known to 
be intractable [S] ( we want to cover a given set of n points with the minimum 
number of disks of radius d). 
In the watchman route problem, a route from which the boundary of the 
polygon is visible is also a route from which every point in the polygon is visible. 
This is no longer true under d-visibility. Thus we obtain two problems. If we only 
want to see the boundary of the polygon we have the d-watchman problem which 
can be stated as follows: Given a simple polygon P and a point s on its boundary, 
find a shortest route in the interior of P from s back to s such that each point in 
the boundary of P is d-visible from some point along the route. Alternatively, this 
is the same as finding a shortest route that visits a set of circular sectors of radius 
d centered at the vertices of P. In Section 2, we consider the safari route problem 
which is to find a shortest route that visits a set of m convex polygons that lie in 
the interior and are attached to the boundary of P. We present an O(mn*) 
algorithm to find a shortest safari route by making use of the quadratic algorithm 
in [3] for the zoo-keeper route problem (find a shortest path that visits but does 
not enter the interior of a set of convex polygons attached to the boundary of P). 
Then, in Section 3, we use this algorithm to obtain a polynomial approximation 
scheme for the d-watchman problem by modeling circles of radius d with 
inscribed regular k-gons. The approximation algorithms provide very good 
solutions (within 3% of optimum for k = 6) for all but some degenerate cases in 
which the length of the shortest route is very small. 
In Section 4 we discuss the watchman route problem under d-visibility when 
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the watchman wants to see all points in P (both boundary and interior). This is 
equivalent to the problem of sweeping a polygonal floor with a circular broom of 
radius d so that the total travel of the broom is minimized. We refer to it as the 
d-sweeper problem. It is related to the traveling salesperson problem (TSP) on 
simple grids (also known as full grids or grids without holes). The complexity of 
TSP is an open question for simple grids but the problem is known to be NP-hard 
for general grids and for weighted simple grids. We present an approximation 
algorithm that obtains solutions to the TSP in simple grids that are within 33% of 
the optimum. This can be used to obtain approximate solutions of the same 
quality for the d-sweeper problem when d is small with respect to the dimensions 
of the polygon. 
2. The safari route problem 
Let P be a simple polygon and let P’ be a collection of convex polygons that lie 
in the interior of P and are attached (i.e., they share at least one vertex) to the 
boundary of P. Let s be a point on the boundary of P. The safari route problem is 
to find a shortest route in the interior of the polygon from s back to s and such 
that the route visits each polygon in P’. We say that a route R visits a polygon 8 
if the route properly intersects the polygon or shares at least one point with its 
boundary without entering it. 
We introduce the safari route problem because of its relation to the 
d-watchman problem (where we want a route that visits a set of circles). Safari 
routes are also related to the robber route problem [9]. Consider a polygon P 
with a set of ‘sights’ S (a subset of the edges of P or portions of them) and a set of 
‘threats’ T (points in P). A robber, or {S, T}-route, is a route from s back to s 
with the property that every point in S is visible from some point along the route 
while the route is not visible to any of the points in T. The requirement that the 
route should not be visible to any of the threats is usually too severe and robber 
routes do not exist in many cases. In particular, consider the case where the 
threats are located at or very near the sights (as is likely to be the case in 
practice). To model this situation we introduced the zoo-keeper route problem 
where threats are replaced with ‘high risk’ envelopes around each sight (the set 
P’) and the problem becomes to find a shortest path that visits (to access the 
sights) but does not enter (to avoid high risk) each of the polygons in P’. One 
may think of it as minimizing travel for a zoo-keeper that wants to feed dangerous 
animals in enclosures. Note that the only difference between a zoo-keeper and a 
safari route is that the latter is allowed to enter each polygon in P’. 
The general zoo-keeper route problem (the polygons in P’ are located 
arbitrarily within P) is NP-hard [3]. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
existence of a zoo-keeper route and an O(n2) algorithm that finds a shortest 
zoo-keeper route for the case when all the polygons in P’ are attached to the 
perimeter of P is given in [3] (n is the total number of vertices in P, P’). 
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Using a simple reduction from the Geometric Traveling Salesman problem 
[ll], we have the following. 
Lemma 1. Zf the polygons in P’ are arbitrarily located within P (i.e., they might 
not be attached to its boundary) the safari route problem is NP-Hard. 
A shortest zoo-keeper route will rejkct on some polygons in P’ (i.e., have a 
single point contact with a polygon at which the route will turn; if the point is 
interior to an edge, the route behaves like a light ray hitting a reflecting surface) 
and it will wrap around others. For example, in Fig. 1 the shortest zoo-keeper 
route R (solid lines) reflects on polygons P,, P3 and wraps around P2. Wrapping is 
a result of the requirement that a zoo-keeper route should not enter the interior 
of any polygon in P’. Because of this requirement, zoo-keeper routes do not exist 
for all P, P’ (e.g., some polygon in P’ may block another polygon in P’). 
However, note that safari routes always exist. A shortest safari route will again 
reflect on some of the polygons in P’ and it will cross others. A safari route 
crosses a polygon if it intersects its interior. Polygons that are crossed by a 
shortest safari route do not in any way affect the shape of the route, i.e., the 
route behaves as if they do not exist. A shortest safari route is shown with dashed 
lines in Fig. 1. 
Let Pi be a polygon in P’. An attachment of & is a maximal continuous portion 
of the boundary of Pi that it shares with the boundary of P. Each P, may have a 
number of attachments. However, it is easy to modify each Pi so that it has only 
one attachment without changing the overall problem. If Pi has two or more 
attachments, it partitions the interior of P into two or more regions. Consider the 
region that contains the point s. If some other region contains a polygon in P’, 
Fig. 1. Shortest zoo-keeper and safari routes. 
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then it is clear that any safari route must cross c and we can safely remove it 
from the set P’. If none of the other regions contains a polygon in P’, then we 
can fill-in these regions by making them part of Pi so that Pi will have a single 
attachment. The remainder of the boundary of Pi is called its inner chain. Note 
that the resulting P, may not be convex. However, its inner chain remains convex 
and only the inner chain can influence the shape of a shortest route. From here 
on we require that each fi in P’ have a convex inner chain and assume that each 
c. in P’ has a single attachment. Note that the inner chains of the polygons in P’ 
together with the portions of the boundary of P that are not attachments form the 
boundary of the polygon P - P’. 
Lemma 2. Let 0 = (P, = P,, , = s, P, , . . . , P,,,) be the order in which s and the 
convex polygons in P’ are first visited in a ciockwise scan of the boundary of P. 
Then there is a shortest safari route such that the polygons in P’ on which the route 
reflects are visited by the route in the same order as they appear in 0. 
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Suppose that R is a shortest safari route 
that reflects on polygons without following the specified order 0. Then we have 
the situations shown in Fig. 2, i.e., R intersects itself. But then we can switch the 
routing at the intersection and obtain a route R’ that is not longer than R but 
follows the specified order in visiting the polygons in P’. 0 
Let the polygons in P’ be indexed according to the order implied by a 
clockwise scan of the boundary of P starting at s = PO = P,+l. We start with some 
preprocessing that may simplify the safari route problem significantly. 
Consider two polygons fi, 4 in P’ with j > i and find their supporting segment 
towards the interior of P. If i = i + 1 and the supporting segment intersects the 
exterior of P (see Fig. 3) we have that the shortest safari route will visit some 
vertex Y of P that lies between Pi and Pj+l. Then we can partition the route and 
look for shortest safari paths from s to Y and Y to s that visit the sets {PI, . . . , P;.} 
and {e,,, . . . , P,} respectively. In turn, these paths can be further partitioned 
every time the supporting segment of two adjacent polygons in P’ intersects the 
Fig. 2. Proof of Lemma 2. 
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Fig. 3. Supporting segments. 
exterior of P. The original safari route problem is then replaced by a set of safari 
path problems on different portions of P, P’. 
Consider now the supporting segment for pi and P;.+2 (see Fig. 3). If it intersects 
8+1, then we can safely conclude that the shortest safari route will go through 
&+i (maybe just touch its boundary) and we can safely remove fi+, from P’ as 
any shortest safari route/path that visits Pi and Pj+2 will automatically visit Pi+,. 
The removal of polygons like e+, further simplifies the problem. 
Suppose that P’ is such that no supporting segment for c., fi+, intersects the 
boundary of P and no supporting segment for e, fi+2 intersects c+i, 16 i G m. 
Consider the safari route problem for such P, P’ (the safari path problems that 
result from decomposition can be solved the same way). One way to solve the 
problem is to identify the subset of P’ on which a shortest safari route reflects. If 
we can identify this subset, we can disregard the remaining polygons in P’ (they 
will be crossed by the route) and solve an instance of a zoo-keeper route 
problem. We have the following. 
Lemma 3. Let R be a shortest zoo-keeper route for P, P’. If R reflects on all 
polygons in P’, then R is a shortest safari route for P, P’. 
Proof. By contradiction. Let R’ be a shortest safari route for P, P’ that is shorter 
than R. If R’ reflects on all polygons in P’, then it would be a zoo-keeper route 
shorter than R, a contradiction. If R’ crosses some polygon Pi in P’, it intersects 
R at some points x, y on either side of fi (R’ may cross other polygons between 
these intersections). But then we can replace the portion of R’ that crosses fi with 
the corresponding portion of R that reflects on c and obtain a shorter R’, a 
contradiction. 0 
Note that Lemma 3 also applies to situations where the shortest zoo-keeper 
route for a subset of P’ happens to cross the remaining polygons in P’. Our 
approach to solve the safari route problem is to identify the subset of P’ that a 
shortest safari route will reflect on. To do this, we construct a shortest zoo-keeper 
route R for P, P’. If R reflects on all polygons in P’ we are done (by Lemma 3). 
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If R does not reflect on all P: in P’ we identify some polygon that R wraps around 
and such that the shortest safari route will always cross it. This allows us to 
remove that polygon from P’ reducing the problem to a simpler one. A physical 
analog is useful in explaining the process. Imagine that the route R is a string that 
goes through small rings that are free to slide along the boundary of each polygon 
on which R reflects and suppose that the boundaries of the remaining polygons 
are collapsible (inward only) if a certain amount of pressure is applied. If we pull 
the string taut and continue applying force at s, eventually the boundary of some 
polygon will collapse and R will become shorter (R now crosses the polygon 
whose boundary collapsed). Other boundaries may collapse in turn until one of 
the following happens: (a) R does not reflect on some polygon it used to (it now 
wraps around it), or (b) R no longer contacts all polygons in P’ (it has pulled 
away from a polygon that it used to wrap around). This means that the current 
route is not consistent with the original set of polygons on which the shortest 
zoo-keeper route reflects. When either situation arises, we reconstruct R as the 
shortest zoo-keeper route for P and the remaining subset of P’ and repeat until R 
reflects on all remaining polygons. 
Let P,, P, be the subsets of P’ that R reflects and wraps around respectively. 
The approach we described above is given as algorithm Safari-Route below. 
Algorithm Safari-Route 
1. (Preprocessing) Partition the problem into a set of Safari-Path problems 
and/or eliminate redundant polygons in P’ by computing the supporting 
segments for &, pi+1 and for 4, cf2, Osi urn and checking for 
intersections with the boundary of P and with Pi+1 respectively. 
2. Construct a shortest zoo-keeper route R for P, P’. 
3. Partition P’ into P,, P,,, with respect to R. 
4. If P, is empty, report R as the shortest safari route. 
5. If P, is not empty, find a polygon P: in P,,, that will be crossed by the shortest 
safari route. Remove P: from P’ and adjust R accordingly. 
6 Repeat Step 5 until the updated route R is no longer consistent with the set 
P, (i.e., R wraps around some polygon in P, or it does not visit all polygons 
in P,). 
7. Repeat Steps 2-6 for P and the updated P’ (disregard the polygons that 
were removed in Step 5). 
Our goal in Step 5 is to identify a polygon such that its removal from P’ (this is 
equivalent to allowing R to cross it) is permanent, i.e., the route will still cross it 
if other polygons are removed later. In order to find such a polygon, it is much 
clearer to consider the unfolded version of R, i.e., a path from s to its image s’ 
obtained by reflecting on the polygons in P, (this unfolding actually takes place 
during construction of R [3]). Fig. 4 shows a shortest zoo-keeper route and its 
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Fig. 4. Unfolding of a zoo-keeper route. 
unfolded equivalent. We index the polygons in P, in the order that they are 
visited as we follow the route in a clockwise fashion. In the unfolded version of R 
the indices now increase as we move from s to s’. We partition the set P, into two 
subsets, the eve12 and the odd wrap sets. The even (odd) wrap set P,,.,,,, (P,,_odd) 
contains all polygons in P,,, that are visited after the zoo-keeper route reflects on a 
polygon with even (odd) index in P, and before the next reflection. The 
importance of the even and odd wrap sets is in that they represent two opposing 
adjustments to R as the polygons in them collapse. Note that the polygons in 
PFV-,,,a are all on one side of the unfolded R and those in P,,_odd are on the other. 
Lemma 4. R wraps around at most two polygons between successive reflections. 
Proof. R must form a convex chain between reflections (otherwise, it is not a 
shortest route). If R wraps around three (or more) polygons, this convexity 
implies that the supporting segment for the outer pair of polygons intersects the 
middle polygon. But then, the middle polygon is crossed by any shortest safari 
route and should have been removed in Step 1 of the algorithm. 0 
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Clearly, R can be made shorter by allowing it to cross any one of the polygons 
in P,,,. However, if we allow it to cross all of them at the same time (by removing 
all of them from P’), it may be the case that the resulting route will not visit all 
polygons. Thus we need to identify a sequence of removals so that the removal of 
a polygon early in the sequence does not become undone by later removals. 
To simplify the discussion we will for now assume that all reflections of R on 
the polygons in P, are perfect (i.e., they unfold into co-linear segments). Also, we 
assume that any adjustments we make to R by allowing it to cross polygons in P,,, 
do not cause the reflection contacts with any of the polygons in P, to move to a 
vertex and make a nonperfect reflection there or to move to another edge. These 
assumptions actually allow the change in the route due to the removal of a 
polygon in P,,, to propagate easier and thus maximize the effect of a removal (i.e., 
they describe a worst case situation since they force us to deal with global rather 
than local effects). The assumptions amount to having the inner chain of each 
polygon in P, consist of a single super-edge (i.e., a segment co-linear with the 
edge containing the reflection contact) as illustrated in Fig. 5. Then the reflection 
contacts can freely slide along the super-edges and the unfolded route is a straight 
line. Note that the actual inner chain acts to restrict the movement of the contact 
point (because of its convexity) and serves to localize the effects of the removal of 
a polygon in P,,, to the overall route. We will treat the general case later. 
For the purposes of identifying a sequence in which to remove polygons from 
P,, we model the various polygons in P, with stick polygons that capture the 
important aspects. A stick polygon is a degenerate polygon consisting of a single 
line segment. The apex of a stick polygon is the endpoint that contacts the route 
and we indicate it with an arrow. The top two diagrams in Fig. 6 show the stick 
polygons obtained for the various cases that can arise. Note that we now have at 
most one stick polygon between two successive reflections. Successive stick 
polygons on the same side of the unfolded route can be replaced by a single 
equivalent stick polygon (third diagram in Fig. 6; this occurs when there is an 
even number of reflections between successive stick polygons). The unfolded 
Fig. 5. Reflecting on a super edge vs reflecting on a convex chain. 
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Fig. 6. Replacing polygons, in I’,,, with stick polygons. 
route now consists of straight line segments between successive contacts with stick 
polygons. We can index the stick polygons in the order that they occur along the 
unfolded route. Note that stick polygons alternate in getting in the way of the 
route, i.e., all stick polygons with odd index are on one side of the route while all 
polygons with even index are on the other side (see Fig.7). 
Removal of a stick polygon implies removing the set of polygons in P, that the 
stick polygon represents. If we remove all stick polygons with odd index and 
adjust the route locally, we obtain a route Rodd (see Fig. 7). Similarly, if we 
remove all stick polygons with even index we obtain R,,,,. These two routes 
represent maximum possible adjustments to the route towards one or the other 
side. They define an envelope that contains the shortest safari route in its interior. 
If we remove all the stick polygons, we obtain a route Rtarget which may not be a 
valid solution but is useful in that it represents the target that R tries to reach as 
polygons in P, are removed. To identify a polygon that will be crossed by the 
shortest safari route, we compute the dislocation due to each stick polygon Pj as 
the ratio hi/min(.ql, x&, where hi is the distance from the apex of e to Rtarget 
(measured along a perpendicular that intersects Rtarget at yi) and xii, xi2 are the 
Fig. 7. R,,,,, R,,, define an envelope that contains the solution. 
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distances from yi to s, s’ respectively (measured along Rtarget). The dislocation is 
negative when a stick polygon points towards Rtarget (e.g., P4 in Fig. 7). Then, in 
Step 5 of the algorithm we remove a polygon where the maximum (positive) 
dislocation occurs. 
Lemma 5. Zf the maximum dklocation is due to 8, then the shortest safari route 
crosses Pi. 
Proof. The maximum dislocation is due to a fi such that is apex defines a 
supporting line from s or s’ to the envelope containing the shortest safari route. 
We prove this by contradiction. Without loss of generality, assume that xi1 <xi2. 
If the apex of 8 does not define a supporting line from s, let the supporting line 
contact be that the apex of some Pi with xi1 <xi1 (see Fig. 8; the case where 
xi1 >xil is similar). But then we have that hj/xj > h,!/xi = hi/xi and the maximum 
dislocation is not due to fi, a contradiction. So the maximum dislocation occurs 
at a supporting line to the envelope containing the optimum solution. Since the 
shortest safari route lies inside this envelope, it follows that it crosses Pi. 0 
Next we remove the assumption that all reflections of R are perfect and that the 
contacts of R with the polygons in P, do not shift from one edge to another during 
adjustments. The effect of non-perfect reflections is to introduce bends in R and 
R target. Shifting of a reflection contact from an edge in some polygon in P, to an 
adjacent edge implies a rotation of the forward envelope (the portion towards s’). 
The computation of dislocations is done the same way. Since xii, xi2 are measured 
along the route Rtarget, effectively we are stretching out the whole envelope so 
that Rtarget becomes a straight line and we have the same situation as in Fig. 7 
(actually it is no longer meaningful to show both R and Rtarget on the same figure 
since they reflect on different sets of edges). Overall, the convexity of the 
polygons in P, acts to localize the effects of removing a polygon and makes 
propagation of the adjustments to R harder. 
Note that the updating of the route R due to the removal of a polygon that it 
wraps around occurs only in the section between the two nearest stick polygons 
on either side (if not, the route does not visit some polygon in P,,, and it is time to 
S 
‘j yi 
Fig. 8. Proof of Lemma 5 
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Fig. 9. Changes in the reflection set. 
reconstruct it). We continue removing polygons in order of maximum dislocation 
until the underlying reflection set changes. This happens in two ways. First, an 
adjustment of R may result in a route that wraps around a polygon that it 
previously reflected on. Second, the route may move away from (does not 
contact) a polygon with small dislocation. The two cases are illustrated in Fig. 9. 
When either of these situations arises, we recompute a shortest zoo-keeper route 
for P and the subset of P’ that contains the polygons that have not been removed 
yet. The new route R still crosses all polygons that were previously removed 
(since it remains within the previous envelope). The new R defines a new 
envelope and we compute a new Rtargrt, find dislocations and remove polygons as 
before. This continues until R reflects on all remaining polygons at which stage 
we have a shortest safari route. 
Thus we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. A shortest safari route can be constructed in O(mn2), where m is the 
cardinality of P’ and n is the total number of vertices in P, P’. 
Proof. That the final route constructed by the algorithm is a shortest safari route 
follows from Lemmas 3, 6 and the discussion above. The complexity of the 
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Fig. 10. Conditions for R reflecting and crossing P,. 
zoo-keeper route problem is O(n’) [3]. The number of times we construct a 
shortest zoo-keeper route is at most m since we remove at least one polygon in 
each iteration of Steps 2-7. Computing the dislocations and adjusting the route in 
each iteration takes O(n”) to compute Rtarget, O(n) time to compute the 
dislocations and O(n’) to adjust R each time a polygon is removed (adjusting 
amounts to computing a partial zoo-keeper route). Thus the overall complexity is 
0(mn2). 0 
In practice, it is very unlikely to have a large number of polygons in P’ such 
that we can not easily determine whether the shortest safari route reflects on or 
crosses them. Fig. 10 illustrates the conditions under which the fate of a Pi is 
uncertain (and we may need to repeat the construction of shortest zoo-keeper 
routes). Let Pi_,, P;,, be polygons that the shortest safari route reflects on. If P, 
is completely above the line segment U in Fig. 10, the shortest safari route reflects 
on Pi as well. If Pi intersects the supporting line L, the shortest safari route 
crosses Pj. Only when Pi intersects U but not L is there uncertainty as to whether 
the shortest safari route will reflect on or cross e. We conjecture that for random 
instances of the safari route problem, the number of iterations of Steps 2-6 will 
be O(1) making the overall complexity of the algorithm O(n’). 
3. The d-watchman problem 
In this section we consider the watchman route problem in a simple polygon 
when the visibility range of the watchman is d and we are only interested in 
viewing the boundary of the polygon (from the inside). We refer to this problem 
as the d-watchman problem. 
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Consider a set of n circular sectors (partial circles) of radius d centered at each 
vertex of P. The circular sectors lie in the interior of P and are bounded by the 
two edges adjacent to each vertex. Note that each circular sector can be viewed as 
a convex polygon (e.g., consider inscribed regular polygons with a very large 
number of sides). We have the following. 
Lemma 6. A shortest safari route that visits the set of circular sectors in P (in the 
order 0 of Lemma 2) is also a shortest d-watchman route for P. 
Proof. Each point along a shortest safari route is at most a distance d aways from 
the boundary of P (the upper limit d is realized at reflection contacts with circular 
sectors and along straight line segments that are tangent to two adjacent sectors). 
Then the boundary of P is d-visible from the safari route and we have a 
d-watchman route for P. This is a shortest d-watchman route because any 
d-watchman route that is shorter would also be a safari route (in order for the 
vertices to be d-visible, any d-watchman route must visit the circular sectors), 
contradicting the optimality of the original safari route. 0 
To find an exact shortest d-watchman route, we can try to solve the problem of 
finding the shortest route that visits the set of circular sectors. Many of the 
circular sectors can be eliminated using arguments similar to those used in the 
safari route problem (e.g., all the circular sectors associated with reflex vertices in 
P can be disregarded). However, we eventually need to solve the problem of 
finding the shortest path that reflects on a set of circular sectors. The problem for 
one sector is shown in Fig. 11. Using local optimality criteria for the path (i.e., 
that the incoming and outgoing angles formed by the path and the tangent at the 
contact point must be equal), one can derive a function describing the path length 
and solve for the best contact point by differentiating to find the minimum of the 
length function. In the general case where we have O(n) circles, the length 
function and the local optimality criteria reduce to a high order equation which 
needs to be solved numerically. 
In view of this, we consider finding approximate solutions by modeling the 
circular sectors with inscribed regular polygons of k sides (for the whole circle) 
and solving the resulting safari route problem. Obviously, as k gets larger, the 
Fig. 11. The d-watchman path problem for one circular sector. 
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Fig. 12. Degenerate d-watchman routes. 
safari route will approach the shortest d-watchman route. The question is how 
close does the approximate solution get to the optimum for rather small k (so that 
the complexity of the algorithm will be 0(n3)). The analysis of the quality of the 
approximate solution falls apart in cases where the circular sectors overlap so that 
the shortest d-watchman route can be arbitrarily small (as shown in Fig. 12). 
Then the approximation scheme will produce solutions that are very bad by 
comparison. Such cases are rare (we refer to them as degenerate cases) and can 
be treated separately using numerical methods. 
Theorem 2. In nondegenerate cases, if we inscribe regular k-gons in each circle, 
the shortest safari route can be computed in 0(k2n3) and it will be within 
(1 + [(l - cos @/tan 0]2)1’2 of the shortest d-watchman route (where 8 = 360/2k). 
Proof. We have O(n) polygons with a total of kn vertices for the safari route 
problem. The complexity bound follows from Theorem 1. The difference between 
the optimum and the approximate route is maximum when the optimum route 
reflects at the middle of the arc defined by an edge (chord) of the inscribed 
polygon (see Fig. 13). Taking the shortest route to be nearly a tangent (worst 
case), the ratio of the approximate (APR) to the optimum solution satisfies 
APR/OPT < ([d - d cos 01’ 
+ [d tan 0]2)1’2/d tan 19*(1 + [(l - cos B)/tan 0]2)1’2. 0 
Fig. 13. Proof of Theorem 2. 
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Corollary 1. In nondegenerate cases, if we use regular hexagons inscribed in each 
circle, the shortest safari route will be within 2.7% of the shortest d-watchman 
route. Using regular 20-gons results in solutions within 0.3% of the optimum. 
The quality of the approximate solution improves as the circular sectors (i.e., 
the vertices of P) are spaced further apart. If d is small with respect to the 
average length of the polygon’s edges, then we obtain an optimum solution for all 
practical purposes. Even if there are highly overlapping sectors in different areas, 
the approximate solution will be very close to optimum. In cases where all the 
sectors are highly overlapping in the same area, it is likely that their number is 
small. Still, one can construct examples where the approximate solution does not 
compare well with the optimum (e.g., a regular polygon with radius slightly larger 
than d) but then the length of the optimum route is very small and any reasonable 
solution may be acceptable. 
An interesting open question is whether one can develop closed form solutions 
for the optimum contact point(s) for a small number of circles. Also, in the 
approximation using the safari route algorithm, it may be possible to reduce the 
complexity of the underlying zoo-keeper route algorithm by taking advantage of 
the fact that all the polygons in P’ are similar. 
4. The d-sweeper problem 
In this section we consider the watchman route problem for simple polygons 
when there is a visibility range d and we are interested in viewing the whole 
interior of P. We refer to the resulting problem as the d-sweeper problem because 
it is equivalent to finding the ‘least work’ way to sweep a polygonal floor with a 
circular broom of radius d. 
The problem of sweeping the floor with the least amount of work has been 
considered in [6] in the context of region filling for graphical applications and in 
[12]. They discuss general strategies but do not analyze the quality of their 
heuristics. The problem is also related to the traveling salesman problem in grids. 
We can superimpose a grid of unit size 2d on the polygon, clip portions of the 
grid on the exterior of the polygon and ask for the shortest traveling salesman 
route that visits all vertices of the grid. We can then adapt the grid solution to the 
polygon by making local adjustments. The quality of the resulting solution 
depends on how fine the grid is (i.e., the relation between d and the dimensions 
of the polygon). We will assume that the unit size of the grid is much smaller than 
the average length of polygon edges. 
Considerable attention has been given to the related Hamiltonian Path problem 
on grids. It is known that the problem (and hence the TSP problem) is NP-hard 
for grids that may have missing sections [7]. This implies that the d-sweeper 
problem for polygons with holes is NP-hard. The Hamiltonian circuit problem for 
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simple rectangular grids was considered in [7] where necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the existence of a Hamilton path are described. These results were 
extended to simple (nonrectangular) grids in [4], where it is shown that the 
Hamilton Path problem is solvable in O(n) if all the subgrids in a partition into 
rectangular subgrids have an even number of vertices and their smaller dimension 
is at least four. It is also known that the TSP is NP-hard for weighted simple grids 
but its complexity is open for simple grids with unit weights. 
Our approach to solving the d-sweeper problem is to superimpose a grid on the 
polygon, remove the portions of the grid that lie on the exterior of the polygon 
and find a TSP route on the resulting simple grid. We assume that d is small 
enough (with respect to the size of the polygon) so that the grid solution will 
correspond to a solution to the d-sweeper problem with minor local adjustments. 
Next we describe an approximation algorithm for the TSP problem in simple 
grids. A solution to TSP should try to minimize the number of times the route 
visits a grid vertex that has already been visited. Clearly, if the route visits each 
vertex only once, we have a Hamiltonian circuit and an optimum TSP route. We 
construct a TSP route by partitioning the original simple grid into rectangular 
subgrids, finding TSP routes for each subgrid and then connecting the partial 
routes into one TSP route that visits all the vertices in the original grid (see Fig. 
14). The same approach is used in [4] to solve the Hamilton Path problem under 
certain restrictions. 
The partitioning into rectangular grids is defined by lines through exterior 
concave vertices [4]. It is helpful to avoid small rectangular subgrids in the 
partition. To this end, we combine smaller rectangles into larger ones whenever 




._. . . 
r=-=--=1 
Fig. 14. An example computation of an approximate TSP route 
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for the partition. For example, we can find a spanning tree for the graph with 
nodes the rectangular subgrids and edges connecting nodes that correspond to 
neighboring subgrids. We use this structure to designate boundaries where the 
outer rectangular subgrids will attach to inner ones. The set of vertices along a 
designated boundary that are adjacent to vertices in the neighboring subgrid 
forms a connection. To facilitate the merging of partial routes (without incurring 
any additional cost from visting vertices more than once), we prefer that the route 
for each subgrid have the property that it contains a path that follows the 
boundary except possibly where the subgrid attaches to an interior subgrid. We 
call such a TSP route a wrap route. 
Lemma 7. For any simple rectangular m X n grid, m, n > 1, there is a wrap route 
with length at most 33% more than mn. 











n=4 n=4 n, m odd >4 
r-----l r----l r----l 
n even, m >4 m even, n>4 m even, n >4 
Fig. 1.5. The TSP wrap routes for rectangular m x n subgrids, m, n > 1. 
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rectangular subgrids with three rows or columns. In other cases, the TSP routes 
shown in Fig. 15 are much closer to the optimum. Cl 
Note that Lemma 7 does not allow rn, IZ = 1. If m or IZ is one, we have a l-strip. 
If the connection of a l-strip consists of a single vertex, any TSP route must visit 
the vertices along the strip twice (no Hamiltonian Circuit exists; see Fig. 14). If 
the l-strip is flat against a rectangular subgrid we cover it by taking the outer path 
of the TSP route for the subgrid and zigzagging it to cover the strip (see Fig. 14). 
The resulting route is within 33% of the optimum again. 
A problem arises if we have l-strips on top of each other that can not be 
combined into a larger rectangular subgrid (if we zigzag to cover the first, 
zigzagging again for the second may be too costly). A sequence of l-strips on top 
of each other forms a structure that resembles a pyramid or a winding staircase 
(see Fig. 16). Rather than deal with one l-strip at a time, we find TSP routes for 
the whole structure. The general strategy is to use a path that wraps around the 
structure and make it zigzag to cover l-strips that would be left uncovered by the 
outer path. This is repeated until all vertices are visited. Each inner path is 
connected to the next outer path to form a TSP route. To obtain a bound we 
distinguish three types of vertices that are visited twice. Vertices of the first type 
belong to l-strips with a single connection to the rest of the structure and they 
must be visited twice by any TSP route (e.g., vertices marked x in Fig. 16). 
Vertices of the second type belong to ‘bottlenecks’, i.e., places where the 
structure is narrow (e.g., vertices marked y in Fig. 16). If the outer path intersects 
itself at such a vertex then any TSP route must visit the vertex twice. If one of 
the inner paths visits such a vertex twice, then we obtain a 33% bound by noting 
that the two neighbors of the vertex that are visited by the next outer path are 
visited only once (i.e., the route incurs a cost of one unit per three vertices). 
Finally, vertices of the third type are next to l-strips that are picked-up by 
zigzagging a path (e.g., vertices marked z in Fig. 16). In order for the TSP route 
to visit a vertex twice, the length of the l-strip must be odd. If the length is at 
least three, we have a bound of 33% by assigning the cost to the l-strip. If the 
length is only one, we obtain the 33% bound by noting that there are at least two 
vertices that are visited only once in the enclosing path. Thus, the TSP routes for 
these structures are within 33% of the optimum. 
Since each subgrid is covered by a wrap TSP route, there is no cost in merging 
the routes to obtain a TSP route for the whole grid. Then we have the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 3. Combining wrap routes yields a TSP route that is within 33% of the 
optimum. 
Better solutions are possible if all the rectangular subgrids are fairly large. If 
m, n 3 4, we can find Hamiltonian circuits for all rectangular subgrids that have 
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Fig. 16. TSP routes for pyramids and staircases. 
an even number of vertices. If both m and n are odd, there is no Hamiltonian 
circuit but we can find a TSP wrap route that visits only one vertex twice, i.e., an 
optimum TSP route. Again there is no cost in merging the solutions. However, it 
may be possible to find a Hamiltonian circuit for pairs of subgrids when no 
Hamiltonian circuit exists for each subgrid (see Fig. 17). The TSP route we obtain 
is then within 4% of the optimum (the approximate route incurs a cost of one unit 
per 5 x 5 subgrid in the worst case). 
Even when the partition contains small subgrids, the approximation will be 
very close to optimum if the average subgrid size is large. When most of the 
subgrids are small, using nonwrap routes to cover the subgrids may result in 
better solutions. Optimum nonwrap TSP routes can be found for all rectangular 
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Fig. 17. Hamiltonian circuit for a pair of odd-sized subgrids. 
subgrids with m, n > 1. However a cost of two units per connection may be 
incurred in merging the partial routes (see Fig. 18a). We call such a connection a 
mismatch. Mismatches occur under very restrictive conditions. If a connection 
consists of a single vertex then any TSP route must incur this cost. If a connection 
consists of three or more vertices, we can always avoid the mismatch by selecting 
an appropriate pair of vertices for the merge. Even when we have connections 
consisting of only two vertices (as in Fig. 18a), we may be able to avoid a 
mismatch by choosing a different non-wrap route (see Fig. 18b). This works as 
long as there are no connections all around the subgrid so that one of them has a 
mismatch for each choice of non-wrap routes. Using nonwrap routes, we can 
obtain approximate solutions within (2*mcln) of the optimum, where mc is the 
number of unavoidable mismatch connections and n is the total number of 
vertices in the grid. 
Mismatch 
l-7 
: ‘1-= =l. . 
(a) 
f = 1 
(b) 
Fig. 18. Using nonwrap routes. 
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If d is small with respect to the size of the polygon, we can make local 
adjustments to the TSP route for a superimposed grid and obtain an approximate 
solution to the d-sweeper problem that is within 33% of the optimum. The local 
adjustments involve covering narrow strips along the boundary (resulting from 
imperfect superimposition of the grid on the polygon) and covering small leftover 
areas when the TSP route makes a turn. An open problem is to find good 
d-sweeper routes when d is comparable with the dimensions of the polygon. 
5. Concluding remarks 
We presented an approximation scheme for the d-watchman problem and an 
approximation algorithm for the d-sweeper problem. Many open problems 
remain including the complexity of finding an exact shortest d-watchman route, 
the complexity of the d-sweeper problem and the complexity of the related TSP 
in simple grids. 
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